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Pree a ut,ons:

Motion Sensor Solar Lamp
Instruction manual

II During the first use,please putthe product in a place with
sufficient sunlight for charging, you should only use it
after charging several hours.
程When the product not be used for a long time,please put
it in a place with sufficient sunlight too.The charging time
is 1 day,this is for the benefit of theinner battery. Please
do this once a month when you have no use for it.
堕The charging time and charging efficiency of the solar panel
may be affected by the weather and the installation position.
Considering the conversion rate of solar power generation, if
the product is used with good weather, it will gain higher
charging efficiency and effectiveness.
�When there is sunlight or other lights,if the power switch
is off,the LED lamp will not be on in the day or night.
扣he solar lamp should be installed in the place with
sufficient light to ensure the solar panel work efficiently.
If so,the working hour of the solar lamp will be prolonged
significantly.
[illn order to get more power of the Sun,the angle of the solar
lamp and the direction of the light should be adjusted to
the best position.
r.lDuring winter time or sunshine short time,it is suggested
to use the solar lamp under mode 1.

Specification:

Use Method:
U For chargi� the built-in battery, please set lamp in the
place with 岱irect sunlight.

楞The strong sunlight can be converted into solar energy in a
more effective way.
矶sed in the place where the light is required, such as
path, garage and backyard, etc. Within those areas,
please put the lamp in the place where can be easily
illuminated by the sunlight.
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The mode can be set by cooperating with the usage
scenario. Only one time setting is required, the light
will be powered on automatically under that mode.
Long press for ls to enter mode 1: Human body induction mode
(the lamp will be on when people come, and the lamp will be off
after the people have left for 15s)

Fix this lamp in a proper place with the screws in the package

Mode 2: Human body interaction+ slight light mode (the lamp
will be on when people come, the lamp will be slight after the
people have left for 15s, and the lamp will be on again when
people come)
Mode 3: Slight light mode (the lamp be slight light all the
time no matter there's any person or not)

Using Method:

，

Press 2 seconds to open the switch.

Motion Sensor Sola「Lamp

Model

SL-R-8100

Output

5.5V, 1.5W

Battery capacity

2200mAh

Angle of the sensor

12Qdegrees

Induction distance

3-5 meters

Brightness

lOOOLM

Quantity of LED

100LED
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Notes: If there's sunlight or other lights on the solar panel,
the lamp will not be on even if the ON/OFF switch has been
turned on. During testing, other object should be used to
cover the solar panel, then the lamp will be on after turning
on the ON/OFF switch.
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it is recommended to install vertically against the wall 2-3m high
above the ground as picture0)shown
you can try other ways to install it depending on your awn surroundings
but do not keep the solar panel upside down in any way ,otherwise代
will affect the efficiency of solar charging
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